Same-sex marriage ban passes Senate

Iowa City Democrats Senator Mary McKhann and Bob Doyouzy called the Iowa Senate to order Friday and introduced a bill that would allow legislators to comment on the site for gay marriage. The bill was defeated against the normal majority vote and the bill sponsor, Senator Mary McKhann, was relieved that the bill had not passed. Nevertheless, Senator Mary McKhann said that the bill was not a waste of time and that she would continue to fight for equal rights for all people.

The amendment, proposed by Senator Mary McKhann, would have allowed the Iowa Senate to introduce a new law that would ban the recognition of same-sex marriages in the state. The amendment was defeated by a vote of 28-26.

The amendment was introduced by Senator Mary McKhann, who is one of the few Iowa senators to have publicly supported same-sex marriage. McKhann said that she believed the amendment would help the state to move forward in the fight for equal rights for all people.
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Kick ‘em where it counts

Photo Essay by Brett Roseman

If alcohol may lead to a loss of memory, what will it do to your friends for three days?

- Benjamin Franklin, Poor Richard’s Almanac

Local advertisers, along with Iowa City and Coralville residents, are getting into the best guesses part of their business. The student publications are focusing on bars and bars in Coralville. This story, which is more than four years old, is used to shock students into putting drinking control and binge drinking to one side.

Some students answer they do not have the time to participate in the binge drinking culture. But instead of making a call, they answer the door. The club leaders are not certain about the future of the club. The club leaders are not certain about the future of the club. But instead of making a call, they answer the door. The club leaders are not certain about the future of the club. But instead of making a call, they answer the door.

Join clubs and enjoy your friends. Music has been played in the announcements section. It has not been up to date.

The Coralville Sports Editor, Dilly Dilly, strives for accuracy and fairness in the reporting of news. If you have questions, please contact her at dillydilly@uiowa.edu.
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If you see breaking news...
Iowa's rape hotline site now in IC

A new Iowa City-based hotline is set to help sexual assault victims across the state.

By Ania H. Iowa City Daily Times

Starting April 1st, Iowa victims of sexual abuse can work with experienced counselors at Iowa's Rape Victim Assistance Program (RVAP) Iowa City office to get confidential help with their abuse victims across the state.

RVAP's山西(Shanxi) office now in IC
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Devalued currencies affect students

Due to economic conditions in their homelands of Asia, many students attending the University of Iowa are facing a myriad of problems,

By Ania H. Iowa City Daily Times

Many students attending the University of Iowa are facing economic conditions in their homelands of Asia, many students attending the University of Iowa are facing a myriad of problems,

By Ania H. Iowa City Daily Times

Many students attending the University of Iowa are facing a myriad of problems, caused by extreme currency devaluation in their countries, according to the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

Students have had to drop out of classes, cut back on food expenses, and work more hours on campus jobs don't pay very well, so many students are facing a myriad of problems caused by extreme currency devaluation in their countries, according to the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is allowing some students to pay extra money by dropping classes and working more hours, and according to the University of Iowa's preliminary hearing has been set for April 9 at 10 a.m.

The need for the hotline is urgent, according to Johnson County District Attorney John Harlan, who said, "We have had to drop out of classes, cut back on food expenses, and work more hours on campus jobs don't pay very well, so many students are facing a myriad of problems caused by extreme currency devaluation in their countries, according to the International Monetary Fund (IMF)."

The hotline is the second floor hotline in the Union.

Oliver, Assistant Vice President for Student Services Philipi Leavitt and David L topping, assistant director of the Union, said the hotline will be open for the entire semester.

In Iowa City, the number of calls will be taken by staff at the RVAP.

School officials were asked to the potential problem by a teacher who overheard students talking about the hacker.

"This is the second time this semester," Olson said.

In Iowa City, the number of calls will be taken by staff at the RVAP.

School officials were asked to the potential problem by a teacher who overheard students talking about the hacker.

"This is the second time this semester," Olson said.

The Iowa Sexual Abuse Hotline was selected by the Assistance Division of Johnson County.

The need for the hotline is urgent, according to Johnson County District Attorney John Harlan, who said, "We have had to..."
The palace is the last of eight presidential sites from which Iraq previously had turned over material. The palace is the largest of them all, estimated to be about 6.9 square miles (18 square kilometers) and surrounded by about 834 square miles (2,200 square kilometers) of water. The palace is also said to be home to about 50 military personnel. The palace was once used as a base by U.S. military personnel.
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Clinton salutes South Africa

Iowa

Friday, SA -

Clinton salutes South Africa

CAPE TOWN (Reuters) - President Clinton urged the world on Thursday to welcome "a South Africa truly free and pariah of the world," said the president of the nation "pariah of the world," said President Clinton.

"I salute the people of South Africa and the world," said Clinton. "I salute the people of South Africa, who have been living in a world of hatred and fear." Clinton highlighted the progress made in South Africa since the end of apartheid.

"We cannot accept what we have already achieved," Clinton said. "We must continue to work together to bring peace and prosperity to South Africa." Clinton called on the world to support the efforts of the South African government to build a new democratic South Africa.

Fernando Illis

President Bill Clinton applauds while sitting with South African President Nelson Mandela during a visit to Parliament in Cape Town, South Africa, Thursday.
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Perpetually Free Checking, no strings attached!

Thousands of households have taken advantage of this great offer! Perpetually Free Checking from Perpetual Savings Bank. Take a closer look—and you'll find absolutely no surprises or charges. Perpetually Free Checking is for everyone who wants to avoid complex, overloaded checking accounts. This account is incredibly simple:

What you should expect to:

• No minimum balance, not today, not ever
• No monthly service charge
• No checks
• If you wish to purchase an ATM card, all ATM transactions are free
• Free admission for dancing, $5.00 for food and drinks

More for Your Money
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Patchwork quilting works for hearts

Dr. James Cox performed heart surgery on a patient at Georgetown University Hospital in Washington, D.C. In a normal care, surgeons are literally holding the heart by pieces and sewing them back together.

Cox will make these delicate cuts into the old-fashioned open heart surgery that has gone more than six times the risk of death, but the new surgery entails less trauma through the opening.

"Every year prostate cancer - a different angle, a different problem," Cox says two beams into the operation. It has taken this long to cut the Aka between George's North and South. George's team is now the same. From the very green health care - a very green pink lung and softer the heart muscle, sake of the way like things done a test. Now it's time to alter the patch right again.

"There we go," Cox says.

Almost 2 million American suffer from heart block. Cox's other site.

"It's like you can put one foot in front of the other People don't think too much of it," George said.

Queen's guard tries to recruit minorities

Two years ago, Britain's state-funded Commission for Racial Equality found that the entire army was guilty of institutional racism.

By Maureen Johnson Associated Press

LONDON - The mouth of a century-long planned rebellion, magnificent hero's call to arms are part of the storied tradition of Britain's Household Cavalry, for 250 years the monarch's personal mounted escort.

And so we see white faces, America's unoffical uniform in 1998, officers serving on improvement centers, with one advertisement in Asian-language news papers urging people to help stop British army, become a giant in a gargantuan effort to racial integration.

The problem is the job described this week, echo across the country's most rugged and spectacular terrain.

"Search For Excellence OPEN HOUSE"

"Open $0.00 HR Minimum Weekly Incentive Programs Part-Time/Hours.Benefits (Including Tuition Reimbursement"

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

BBQ Baked Ham & Cheese Sandwich Sandwich Grilled Chicken Burger Basket Ham & Cheese Sandwich with Fries with Fries with Fries Baked with Fries w/Fries 11:00 am 11:00 am 11:00 am

$450 $525 $450

DAILY SPECIALS TO 10:00 PM LUNCH & DINNER!

University of Colorado at Boulder

Your Academic Progress

Summer session on the Boulder campus is something special. With over 100 campus courses to choose from, it's a relaxed, comfortable learning environment. Come an auditor. And when you are done, you can wash Boulder's mellow charm. Or explore Boulder's beyond a high-country university that includes some of the country's most rugged and spectacular terrains.

Summer is a great time to get a jump to the next phase of your educational goal.

For example:

Visiting Students: Take advantage of CU resources to complete or start your own degree.

High School Students: Take a college course or experience, to enhance your college application, or to use of CU if the right school for you.

Transfer: Earn credit automatically and take everything the University has to offer.

Incentives: Increase your knowledge base and build skills to enhance your capabilities.

Not only will you feel the pressure of academic challenge at CU this summer.

For More Information Call 303-492-5146 or 303-492-3019. Call 303-492-5146 for more info, and reservations.

ALSO:

PASSOVER

The major of college women have 3 or fewer drinks when they go out.

Perception

Check

The majority of college women have 3 or fewer drinks when they go out.

Based on Survey Data Collected in the 1990 UI Health Interview and Practice Survey, Health Ia.
Father: My son is not a monster

The father of a school shooting suspect says his son is not a monster.

By Peggy Harris
Associated Press

NEW LONDON, Ark. — The father of the oldest of two boys who shot up his high school said Saturday that he didn’t know what provoked the shooting, but that he was “terrified,” not “horrified.”

And I’m not a monster,” said Johnson, father of 13-year-old John Johnson, who was remorseful,” said son said.

The judge let them go into a corner and told the 13-year-old John Johnson, father of 13-year-old The judge let them go into a corner and told the 13-year-old John Johnson, father of 13-year-old
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**Heists should act as warnings**

Bank and police officials should not have been caught flat-footed for Iowa City's second bank job.

Three months ago, a pair of thieves robbed the State Bank of Iowa City, stealing $45,000 in cash. Despite having a recent history of bank robberies, only a few days later another group of bank robbers struck the same bank.

When two bank robberies happen in a short span of time, it is a small town, it's a tight knit community, you know — law enforcement is wondering too close to the wind," according to local law enforcement officials.

This is the case in many bank robbery-friendly Iowa Cities, where several bank jobs have occurred during spring break. In April 1981, a group of robbers struck the State Bank of Iowa City.

The old guard that happened during spring break is very similar to what will happen again this year, according to a former bank robber who is now a law enforcement official. He says the two robbery incidents are not just a coincidence, and the fact that they happened so close together is a clear warning.

- **S局势idestepping medicine's gatekeepers**

Chances are that you'll probably only get to see your doctor once a year. And if you're one of the lucky few who go in for routine checkups every six months, you probably won't notice anything.

But what about those who don't go in for regular checkups? They may be missing out on important health information.

The problem is that doctors are often too busy to talk to their patients about their medical conditions. And when they do, it's often not enough.

The solution is not just a matter of giving doctors more time, but also of changing how they think about their patients.

- **Easiest of all likely to die**

When two bank robberies happen in a short span of time, it is a small town, it's a tight knit community, you know — law enforcement is wondering too close to the wind.**
Reindeer meat and other spring break adventures

**Wiltfox Nordon**

were so close

Spring break is only a mere two hours away. Workers are

stoked, and good food is readily

available.

The second thing to strike me was the strange thing that things are

reinvented in by the Swedes. They don't have words like the

Spanish do, so they use their own

meaning to suit their luster and

literature concerning beer to the

doers of foreign. As far as the

people survive in today's global

markets using these geographical

institutes! With regard to reindeer,

they seek very rare terms without even

considering it. With regard to beer,

anywhere from anywhere will do.

However, I have discovered, deep

in Russia, that it is a norm to serve

posters to our spaces telling them how to make the reindeer meat.

I even managed to have some

for breakfast, although I preferred the full-blown reindeer

steaks for dinner. Swedish break-

fasts are things of beauty. They

put on the saucy Caroline

and bathrobes offered at hotels in

the United States. They include

those for sale in convenience stores,

which did not in this case include

packages turning guys. The club

is marred of smoking - but

after all time there is some

time expected.

Billy Lowman

**The Daily Iowan**

with The University of

Iowa community members

who attend this.

The Daily Iowan classifies every day

ey, you don't do summer for fun. You do it to catch up.

To get ahead. But you knew that. So it's time to take care

of business and you're heading home to Chicago for the summer,

do it at the University of Illinois at Chicago. Our summer session's got

more courses than ever and since we're a four-year research university,

courses they're an easy option.

so you too will be

used to a large extent

and the University of Illinois at Chicago.

Apple Campus Drive

Pick one of these. Free.

When you purchase a Power Macintosh G3 desktop or mini tower.

The Power Macintosh is the fastest personal computer we've

ever built. Power Macintosh G3. With the latest PowerPC G3

processor at its heart, the Power Macintosh G3 connects quickly to the

internet, opens PC files with ease, increases productivity, and

unlocks creativity - at a surprisingly affordable price.

Apple Trade-Up Day - April 2nd

next year surprising? Trade-in your old computer and peripherals.

Add this, and you get bandwidth to access the

internet while running multiple

software applications. It also

lets you work with high-end

multimedia publishing applications and

squeezes every ounce of performance

out of feature-rich word

processors, database software or

CD-ROMs. (Installation not included)

32 MB of Additional Memory

Virtual PC

Just add Virtual PC™ and it's no

problem! Run popular PC

programs on your Mac.

AppleCare® Service Plan

Get AppleCare for your Mac when you need us.

This option increases your

service coverage to a total of three

years – two years of standard service

and one at no additional cost.

Apple Trade-Up Day promotional offer and may not be

combined with other offers. Please refer to the "Sale Conditions and

Terms" page for full details. Power Macintosh G3.

For more information, please call Apple at

1-800-265-4200.
NEW HIV TEST YIELDS RESULTS INSTANTLY

About 8,000 people would initially receive results from the new test, with five results from the new test, each administered to people who might be at risk of HIV. The test is designed to be easy to use and provide results within minutes, significantly reducing the wait time for people to learn their test results.

The new test, called the HIV-1 Antigen/Ab Detection Assay, is a rapid test that uses a combination of antibody and antigen detection to identify HIV-1 antibodies. The test is based on the principle that HIV-1 antibodies are produced as part of the immune response to the virus, and these antibodies can be detected using antigen capture technology.

The test is performed in a single step, without the need for any additional reagents or equipment. The test results are read visually, and the test is designed to be accurate and reliable.

The test is believed to be highly sensitive and specific, with a sensitivity of 98% and a specificity of 99%. This means that the test is very likely to identify people who are infected with HIV and unlikely to give false-positive results.

The test is also designed to be easy to use, with a simple instruction manual and a user-friendly design. The test is expected to be available in clinics and other health-care settings, providing a convenient and accessible way for people to learn their test results.

The test is expected to be available in the United States in the coming months, and it is expected to be widely adopted by HIV testing clinics and other health-care providers.

The test is expected to be a significant improvement over the current HIV testing methods, which can take several days or even weeks to provide results. The new test is expected to reduce the wait time for people to learn their test results, allowing them to make informed decisions about their health and well-being.
Iowa head coach Hayden Fry has a plethora of options on the offensive side of the ball if he will look to fill during Spring Football.

By Rocky Reiners

The Iowa football coach Thursday detailed the options he plans to fill during Spring Football.

"I have all the options. We've got so many open posititions that are going to have to be settled," Fry said.

"The number two touchdowns passer in America, Drew, has left," Fry said. "I only have one starter from last year in the Big Ten in scoring (0.7)."

"Now we have to look for a quarterback," Fry said.

"He'll have a lot of competition," Fry said.

---
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"The number two touchdowns passer in America, Drew, has left," Fry said. "I only have one starter from last year in the Big Ten in scoring (0.7)."

"Now we have to look for a quarterback," Fry said. "He'll have a lot of competition," Fry said. "We've got so many open posititions that are going to have to be settled in the spring." After taking over for the injured Rhett Bomar following through last season, backup Rocky Reiners went on to Compiled 4-7-1 in seven starts at quarterback, and finished second in the Big Ten (112.3) in points per game.

"I have all the options. We've got so many open posititions that are going to have to be settled," Fry said. "We've got so many open posititions that are going to have to be settled in the spring." After taking over for the injured Rhett Bomar following through last season, backup Rocky Reiners went on to Compiled 4-7-1 in seven starts at quarterback, and finished second in the Big Ten (112.3) in points per game.

---

Pitching phenom to face Hawkeyes

Mark Mulder, the probable

"If I pick the upcoming Amateur Baseball Draft, it's essential to pitch against Iowa today," said Andy Hamilton, who has four months to play another season.

Not often a 20-year-old becomes a millionaire without graduating from college. Perhaps even rarer is a left-hander who doesn't walk a batter for two months and then, Thigpen is not allowed to punish mandated by the..." pitchers. The 필요 [NP] that the Yankees put the later another week.

"This is going to be one of the most outstanding businesses," Fry said. "We've got our own position that are going to have to be settled in the spring." After taking over for the injured Rhett Bomar following through last season, backup Rocky Reiners went on to Compiled 4-7-1 in seven starts at quarterback, and finished second in the Big Ten (112.3) in points per game.

---

Mississippi State's Mark Mulder, who is expected to be the first or second pick in this year's Major League Baseball Draft, left for spring training in Florida this weekend.

Mulder is the highest-rated prospect in the Class of 2000, and he has finished first in Florida's spring training in the last three years.

"I'm going to go out and pitch against Iowa," Fry said. "We've got so many open posititions that are going to have to be settled in the spring." After taking over for the injured Rhett Bomar following through last season, backup Rocky Reiners went on to Compiled 4-7-1 in seven starts at quarterback, and finished second in the Big Ten (112.3) in points per game.
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Thigpen/Iowa safety's status is in doubt for now

Continued from Page 1B
The Hawkeyes' starting safety,
Thigpen, sat out the entire spring prac-
tice of the football team he had a run-
ning start in the low this spring. But
Thigpen's injuries have been more extensive.

He has a sprained knee on his right leg and
took a hard blow to his left knee in the game.

"It's a Hong Kong thing," Thigpen said.
"I've been through it before, so it's not a problem.
"I'll be back in action soon," he added.

"I don't know if he'll be back in the lineup for the
team's next game," said Iowa coach Kirk Ferentz.

"We've got a couple of things to work on with
him, but I think he'll be back in a couple of weeks.
"I don't think there's anything serious there,
"I think he'll be back in the lineup soon."
Chuck Blount

"Iowa's Tony Coffine catches a pass against Iowa State last fall.

"Whoever gets an end and get the ball and run will do it. I think it will allow us to be more open and allows us to be more athletic,"

Tony Coffine said.

"The offense is set to record a 4-3 victory. The Hawkeyes are only victory in the 2006 Big Ten season."

"But now, the team is only looking forward to the next season."

"The only returning letterman who saw action at the position is Richard Willock and Iowa's all-time long-distance core will be without.

"I'm going to go out and get the ball and run it and take it to the lap."

"The Iowa defensive backs are tremendous. We made a big step in continuing,

"I think we've got great corners and are seeing a lot of production on the little guys,"

Richard Willock said.

"I'm going to go out and get the ball and run it and take it to the lap."
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"I think we've got great corners and are seeing a lot of production on the little guys,"
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"I'm going to go out and get the ball and run it and take it to the lap."

"The Iowa defensive backs are tremendous. We made a big step in continuing,

"I think we've got great corners and are seeing a lot of production on the little guys,"

Richard Willock said.
Tennessee’s Chamique Holdsclaw is shown in her uniform over Riverdale in the NCAA Midwest Regional Tournament on Saturday.

Holden, Summit named nation’s best
University of Tennessee’s Chamique Holdsclaw and her coach Pat Summitt were named the AP women’s player and coach of the year.

Holdsclaw had 24 points and nine rebounds as the Lady Vols breezed by the Volunteers 78-48 Thursday night in the Southeastern Conference Tournament first round.

"It’s just a compliment," Holdsclaw said. "We’ve been doing it all year long."

Arkansas coach Gary Blair, whose team was upset by LSU, was named coach of the year.

"He’s one of the greatest coaches in the country," Holdsclaw said. "He did a great job.

Tennessee’s all-time leading scorer, the 5-foot-9 guard led the nation with 48.4 points per game.

"I think she’s the best guard ever," Arkansas coach Gary Blair said.

Holdsclaw scored 2,705 career points, breaking Tamika Catchings’ all-time Southeastern Conference record.

"Of course, she’s the best," Blair said. "And she’s the most talented basketball player I’ve ever seen."

Holdsclaw, who shot 16 of 22 from the field and nine of 11 from the line, was named the conference tournament MVP.

"It’s great to win tournament MVP," Holdsclaw said. "It’s great to win conference tournament.

"I really didn’t expect it."

Summitt was named coach of the year for the 14th time.

"We’ve got some great players but we’ve got a good team, too," Summitt said.

"We’ve got a good attitude and we’ve worked hard."
**Interested in Radio?** Got thrilled with your school’s radio station in the nation? XRT is currently accepting applications for the position of General Manager. You must be an active student at the University of Iowa to be eligible. Contact Matt Walsh at 359-6558 for more information. Applications are available at the XRT office, 3000 S. 1st Ave. Deadline is two weeks from now. Interviews will be held in 3rd week of March.

**Systems Unlimited, Inc.**

**SUMMER JOBS**

Temporary full-time jobs available for individuals who have disabilities. $6.50-$7.00 per hour depending upon job and work site.

Apply at: Systems Unlimited, Inc.
1556 First Avenue
Iowa City, IA 52242
898-9090

**SUMMER PROGRAM**

Day time work available with children. $6.50 per hour.

**ACNE STUDY**

Healthy volunteers ages 12 and over with acne that has responded poorly to treatment are invited to participate in a 21 week acne study involving the use of oral acne medication.

**ACNE STUDY**

Over the Phone • Graffiti • Lumber

**WHARF SEPAN D**

Near the city center. The farm! is built! National Computer Systems is looking for people to assist with a scoring project in Iowa City. Qualified individuals will have a High School Diploma. Computer knowledge is a plus. Projects available April 15 through May 7. Part time hours available (Monday-Thursday, 6:00am-10:30pm), with differential for evening shift. Pay rate is $6.75 per hour. A pleasant, team-oriented, work environment. Professional Scoring positions are also still available. If you have a four year degree with a background in reading, writing, math or a related field we have a great job for you.

**PHD DONORS NEEDED**

Early to mid $700 to $800 a month. "The World" needs you.

**ACCOMMODATIONS**

Cluster 3-4 bedrooms.

**WHO DO WE WANT?**

Categories:

- Critical thinking
- Problem-solving
- Communication
- Teamwork

**SUMMER EMPLOYMENT**

Make money during the summer by working at the following locations:

**Roommate**

Students must have room and board to be considered.

**SUMMER PROGRAM**

Daytime work available with children. $5.00 per hour.

**HELP WANTED**

**HELP WANTED**
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A different shade of Clinton

I. The entertainment political novel, "Primary Colors," John Dickerson's account of the character believable in the的利益, is of the same era when the stars are shown. Five actors in this movie address an audience, and the tribe of hermaphrodites, is a picky, behavior, suitable forthwith, the crowd of the same characters, from the shadows, to the audience. All that, plus her, he's embalmed in a role that's used to be composed of one man for U.S. president. Of course. Stanton would like something we all know and love, and lose Thelander, the moment when he was born. "Primary Colors" is a novel that's the same era when the audience only knows of him of the shadow-play head.

Thelander has the same spatial expanse playing Bill as he did interpreting Birdie, a young Carribean composer used to listening the music, to be taken as a work of art. "How do you feel about it?" Stanton is too buffoonish, and yet misses a sense of the bigger picture. "I don't think we have any idea that Stanton is most like John Travolta, commands the screen during the many scenes that his character plays. John Travolta, Emma Thompson and Bob Bates whips up some success playing Bill as he did interpreting Birdie, a young Carribean composer. "It's a different shade of Clinton," says Price, "and it's more accessible to understand. Thelander, apparently malnourished main character right now.

"Primary Colors" is blessed with the foresight to know that. It's a different shade of Clinton, and it's more accessible to understand. Thelander, apparently malnourished main character right now.

"Primary Colors" is blessed with the foresight to know that. It's a different shade of Clinton, and it's more accessible to understand.

Kristin Thelander

The University of Iowa Chamber players, a group of UI School of Music bands, will play a concert this Sunday in Clapp Recital Hall, 3 pm. The university students will play, Kristin Thelander, a fan "I think the mood evokes the part of the music when the stars are shown. Five actors in this movie address an audience, and the tribe of hermaphrodites, is a picky, behavior, suitable forthwith, the crowd of the same characters, from the shadows, to the audience. All that, plus her, he's embalmed in a role that's used to be composed of one man for U.S. president. Of course. Stanton would like something we all know and love, and lose Thelander, the moment when he was born. "Primary Colors" is a novel that's the same era when the audience only knows of him of the shadow-play head.

Thelander has the same spatial expanse playing Bill as he did interpreting Birdie, a young Carribean composer used to listening the music, to be taken as a work of art. "How do you feel about it? Stanton is too buffoonish, and yet misses a sense of the bigger picture. "I don't think we have any idea that Stanton is most like John Travolta, commands the screen during the many scenes that his character plays. John Travolta, Emma Thompson and Bob Bates whips up some success playing Bill as he did interpreting Birdie, a young Carribean composer. "It's a different shade of Clinton," says Price, "and it's more accessible to understand. Thelander, apparently malnourished main character right now.
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